Abstract. The terrestrial planet formation regions of protoplanetary disks are generally sufficiently cold to be con-sidered non-magnetized and, consequently, dynamically inactive. However, recent investigations of these so-called "Dead-Zones" indicate the possibility that disks with strong mean radial temperature gradients can support instabilities associated with disk-normal gradients of the basic Keplerian shear profile. This process, known as the Goldreich-Schubert-Fricke (GSF) instability, is the instability of short radial wavelength inertial modes and depends wholly on the presence of vertical gradients of the mean Keplerian (zonal) flow. We report here high resolution fully nonlinear axisymmetric numerical studies of this instability and find a number of features including how, in the nonlinear saturated state, unstable discs become globally distorted, with strong vertical oscillations occurring at all radii due to local instability. We find that nonaxisymmetric numerical experiments are accompanied by significant amounts angular momentum transport (α ∼ 0.001). This instability should be operating in the Dead-Zones of protoplanetary disks at radii greater than 10-15 AU in minimum mass solar nebula models.
Introduction
Terrestrial planet forming regions of young circumstellar disks (protoplanetary disks, "pp-disks" for short) are thought to harbor vast regions which are magnetically inactive and are, as such, considered to be "dead" [2, 7] . This terminal pronouncement is generally accepted to be the case since, to date, no mechanism for non-magnetic instability has been identified and shown to be sustained for stratified fluids under disk-like conditions. The situation in Dead-Zones may be, in fact, quite the opposite with recent reports of finite-amplitude critical layer instabilities showing sustained generation of vortices in Keplerian shear flows (see the work of Marcus, this volume). We too report, in our paper currently in review [11] (NGU2012 hereafter), the results of highly resolved simulations of pp-disks demonstrating how the so-called Goldreich-Schubert-Fricke instability ("GSF") operates by driving strong hydrodynamic activity and produces significant amounts of angular momentum transport. anism for disks as its only required ingredient is a global radial temperature gradient. In particular, if a model disk in steady state supports a temperature profile of the form T g (R) = T 0 (R/R 0 ) q (where R is cylindrical radius), it follows that this sets up a steady state azimuthal flow profile (Ω) that is no-longer constant on cylinders -typifying the state of affairs for baroclinic conditions. Solving the steady state equation ("thermal-wind" balance) results in Ω(R, Z) ≈ Ω K (R) 1 + 0.25q , with Z the disk-normal coordinate and where Ω K = Ω 0 (R 0 /R) 3/2 is the Keplerian profile, H 0 is the local scale-height and where measure the nominal disk thickness = H 0 /R 0 where R 0 is some fiducial radius.
The instability is axisymmetric, rides on the back of inertial (nearly incompressible) modes, and can be understood from simple energy arguments whose limiting form is the Rayleigh criterion of inviscid Taylor-Couette flows. The lynchpin of the argument is that axisymmetric (inertial-mode) disturbances preserve their parcel specific angular momenta. Consider, therefore, two parcels labelled as "1" and "2" whose respective coordinate positions in the disk are labeled by (R, Z) and (R + R , Z + Z ). Consider the total-kinetic energy of these two parcels in the steady-state configuration and this E 0 . A simple calculation shows that the total energy of the two parcels with their positions switched ( Fig. 1 ) results in a new energy E N whose difference against the original configuration, ∆E ≡ E n − E 0 is given by, the corresponding Solberg-Hoiland condition [10] 
The derivation of the criterion as stated makes explicit use of the conservation of each individual parcel's angular momentum. For ∆E < 0 the configuration, being in a lower energy state, implies such steady states are candidates for linear instability. For cold disks 1 it means that the length scales of the "switching" must be such that Z / R 1. Note that this is a purely baroclinic effect: were q = 0 there would be no possibility of instability and the energy measure found in (1) would reduce to the classical prediction of stability for simple, purely rotationally supported, accretion disk flows. The quality of the emergent dynamics expected for ∆E < 0 is not obvious at this stage and further investigation is required (next section).
Results of numerical simulations
We are interested in developing a sense for the outcome of this instability in a simple model system. Using the well-tested numerical code for modeling disks (Nirvana and Nirvana-III, [13] ) we analyze the response of the equations of motion in a cylindrical disk-like geometry given by,
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with P = ρT with the aforementioned temperature profile T g as the seed state, Φ represents the gravitational potential of a central point mass star
. To best isolate the dynamical processes present during the emergence of the instability we have used the simple Newton's Law of Cooling type of prescription to model the thermal response of the flow characterized by a cooling time τ relax . For values of q = −1 and = 0.05 the radial length scale of the instability is predicted from a linear stability analysis to be ∼ 0.01R 0 [11] -so it means we must have very high resolution (at least 10-15 points radially) to "see" the instability in its true state, that is to say, disambiguated from numerical noise. We have run our models with approximately 1500 points radially and several hundred vertically covering up to 5 scale heights (and a similar number azimuthally for non-axisymmetric disturbances covering a π/8 radian range). We summarize the main results of our investigations:
1. Instability is observed in the form of growing oscillations. This is predicted by the linear theory calculated in detail in our paper NGU2012.
2. Instability indeed emerges on very short radial length scales, ∼ 0.01R 0 for q = −1. Instability is also insensitive to the types of boundary conditions imposed.
3. The instability manifests itself by creating very short radial scale alternating coherent patterns in all dynamically evolving quantities but, especially, in the vertical velocity. Both axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric numerical experiments indicate that the growth/saturation phases are characterized by odd/even vertical velocity structure with respect to the midplane Z = 0. See left two panels of Fig. 2 .
4. The instability operates for cooling times very short compared to the local orbit times of the disk (right panel of Fig. 2 ).
5. During the growth phase of the linear stability, the dynamics of the growing mode are in radial geostrophic balance as indicated by the relative content in the radial versus meridional kinetic energies (see left panel of Fig. 3 ). This means to say that the linear dynamics follow, 2Ω 0 v ∼ −(1/ρ)∂P /∂R, where v and P denote fluctuating azimuthal velocities and pressures. This has implications for theoretical/analytical modelling.
6. Furthermore, the asymptotic linear theory analysis of Equations (2-4) in the limit of very short cooling times (found in NGU2012) shows that the radial length scale of the fastest growing mode 
Is the GSF reasonably to be expected in protoplanetary disk Dead-Zones?
The results of these investigations show that this process may be operative for disks whose radiative timescales (on the scale of the observed instabilities, that is) are short compared to the in situ local orbit times. Clearly we have built these models using a very idealized representation of thermal cooling processes and it would behoove one to model the thermal response with a more realistic radiative diffusion prescription. The question we pose here is simple: does one expect the instability to persist 03003-p.3
Instabilities and Structures in Proto-Planetary Disks
EPJ Web of Conferences and the grey-scale, Fig. 3 plots the values sign(v Z ) × |v z | 1/4 so that the grey-scale is stretched to enable the morphology of the perturbations to be more clearly discerned. Both figures demonstrate that perturbations start to grow near the upper and lower disc surfaces, where |dΩ/dz| is largest, and toward the inner edge of the disc. The perturbations are characterised by having short radial and long vertical wavelengths, as expected for the vertical shear instability described in Sects. 3.2 and 6. The short radial wavelength gives rise to significant radial shear in the vertical velocity dv Z /dR, and this apparently causes small scale eddies to form at the shearing interfaces. As time proceeds the instability extends toward the disc midplane and out to larger radii, until the entire disc participates in the instability (although it should be noted that the midplane where dΩ/dz = 0 is formally stable to local growth of the vertical shear instability).
Close inspection of the lower panels in Fig. 3 show that the Interestingly, it is found that in fully turbulent models where the MRI is active throughout the disc and α 0.01, the corrugation instability is not observed (Fromang & Nelson 2006 ). We have computed models similar to those presented in Fromang & Nelson (2006) and find that corrugation of the disc does not develop. Although these MHD simulations adopt a significantly lower resolution than the pure hydrodynamic runs we have presented here, we note that hydrodynamic runs performed at low resolution still show the development of the instability even when the short radial wavelength perturbations of the initial growth phase are not resolved. Instead, we find that the disc displays longer wavelength breathing and corrugation modes that become unstable and cause the disc to oscillate verically in quite a violent manner. In magnetised global disc models with dead zones whose vertical height covers 2.5 scale heights, which support Reynolds stresses in the dead zone with an effective value of α 10 −4 , the development of these corrugation oscillations is observed in models that adopt a locally isothermal equation of state with q = −1.
Thermal relaxation in models with T (R)
We now consider the evolution of models where we relax the locally isothermal assumption associated with the response of the fluid to perturbations. We evolve the energy equation in (1), and introduce thermal relaxation by integrating eqn. (18). We adopt the equation of state P = (γ − 1)e, and set γ = 1.4. The gas is assumed to be inviscid. Power-law profiles for the initial temperatures, T (R), and midplane density, ρmid(R), are adopted with q = −1 and p = −1.5 in eqns. (2) and (3). The aim of these models is to examine the robustness of the vertical shear instability as a function of the thermal relaxation time, τrelax, defined in eqn. (18) and expressed as a fixed multiple or fraction of the local orbital period. These runs are labelled T5R-0.01 -T9R-∞ in Table 1 .
The evolution of the normalised perturbed kinetic energies for a number of models with relaxation times in the range 0 τrelax ∞ are plotted in Fig. 10 . It is immediately obvious that instability only occurs in either the locally isothermal case (τrelax = 0) and when τrelax = 0.01 orbits. All other simulations result in the perturbed kinetic energy contained in the initial seed noise decaying with time. We note that the case of τrelax = ∞ is directly comparable to a previous study on the adiabatic evolution of a stratified disc by Rüdiger et al. (2002) . The authors considered the hydrodynamic stability under the Solberg-Høiland criterion and also find stability in this case.
Our results indicate that the vertical shear instability requires that the initial temperature profile of the fluid is re-established rather rapidly during dynamical evolution, at least for the equilibrium temperature and density profiles adopted in these particular models.
The requirement for near-isothermal evolution suggests that the vertical shear instability is most likely to operate in the optically thin regions of astrophysical discs whose global properties are similar to those considered here. For example, the outer regions of protoplanetary discs lying beyond ∼ 100 AU may be prone to this instability, provided that MHD turbulence is present at low enough levels that the instability is not damped by the turbulent viscosity. This seems ti be a likely prospect given that low density regions may be stabilised by ambipolar diffusion(Armitage 2011). It should also be noted, however, that the simple thermal relaxation model we employ does not capture the fact that the thermal evolution time of a mode with radial wavelength λR scales as ∼ λ 2 R /D (where D is the thermal diffusion coefficient), such that very short wavelength modes may remain unstable in optically thick discs. A reduction in spatial scales on which the instability operates, however, will presumably affect the resulting turbulent flow and reduce Nθ of 1328×1000 grid cells for our nirvana runs with H0/R0 = 0.05 or Mmid = 20 at r = R0. The nirvana-iii runs used a resolution of 1344 × 1024
We adopt a system of units in which M = 1, G = 1 and R0 = 1. When presenting our results, the unit of time is the orbital period at the disc inner edge, Pin = 2π.
RESULTS
The main aims of the following simulations are to delineate conditions under which the disc models outlined in Sect. 2.1 are unstable to the growth of the vertical shear instability, and to examine the effect that different physical and numerical set-ups have on the growth and evolution of this instability. We also aim to characterise the final saturated state of these unstable discs, although our adoption of mainly axisymmetric simulations provides some restriction in achieving this final aim.
We define the volume integrated meridional and radial kinetic energies through the expressions
When presenting our results we normalise these energies by the total kinetic energy contained in keplerian motion in the disc initially. We begin discussion of our results below by describing simulations of locally isothermal discs for which T (R) ∼ R −q and ρ(R) ∼ R −p . We describe one fiducial model in detail, before discussing briefly the influence of the temperature profile in controlling the instability. We present a comparision between results obtained using the two codes described in Sect. 4, and also demonstrate how the instability evolves as a function of disc viscosity.
The next set of results we present are for disc models in which the initial temperature is a strict function of R, but we set γ = 1.4, solve the energy in eqn. (1), and allow the temperature to relax toward its initial value using eqn. (18). In this section, we examine how the thermal relaxation rate contols the instability, covering the full range of thermodynamic behaviour from locally isothermal through to isentropic.
In the penultimate part of our numerical study, we consider disc models for which the entropy function, Ks, is a strict function of R, and again employ thermal relaxation to examine the conditions under which accretion discs display the vertical shear instability. The final numerical experiment we present examines the instability in a full 3D model, and provides an estimate of the Reynolds stress induced by the instability.
We present an analytic model in the discussion section which illustrates the basic mechanism of the instability and delineates the conditions under which it operates.
A fiducial model
We begin presentation of the simulation results by discussing one particular model in detail to illustrate the nature of the instability that is the focus of this paper. The fiducial model is TR1-0 listed in Table 1 , with temperature, T , defined as a function of R only, and p = −1.5 and q = −1 in eqns. (3) and (2) . A locally isothermal equation of state is adopted. As such, this disc model has parameters very similar to those used in numerous previous studies of disc related phenomena (e. The time evolution of the normalised meridional and radial kinetic energies defined in eqn. (25) are shown in Fig. 1 . The intial values at t = 0 originate from the seed noise, and we observe that after ∼ 10 orbits, during which the perturbed kinetic energies damp slightly, rapid growth of the perturbation energies arises. The normalised energies reach non linear saturation after ∼ 400 orbits having reached values of a few ×10 −5 . Inspection of the evolution of the sum of the meridional plus radial kinetic on a log-linear plot indicates that the linear growth rate of the perturbed energy in Fig. 1 is 0.24 orbit −1 . Contour plots of vertical velocity perturbations, vZ, that arise at different stages of the disc evolution are shown in Figs. 2 and  3 . These two figures show the perturbed velocity field at identical times, but whereas Fig. 2 maps linearly quantity is computed as follows. We define an azimuthally averaged Reynolds stress TR(r, θ) obtained by averaging the quantity ρδvRδvφ over azimuth. Here δvR and δvφ are the local radial and azimuthal velocity fluctuations. We also define a density-weighted mean pressure as a function of r, P(r), obtained by averging over θ and φ. We define a local value of the Shakura-Sunyaev stress parameter α(r, θ) = TR(r, θ)/P(r). The simple average of α(r, θ) over r and θ is the quantity plotted in Fig. 13 .
Although rather noisy, we see that the normalised stress approaches average values ∼ 6 × 10 −4 by the end of the simulation (and appears to be still growing at this point). The spatial distribution of α(r, θ), time averaged during the last 10 orbits of the run, is shown in Fig. 14. Here we see that local values of the stress reach ∼ 2 × 10 −3 , indicating that the vertical shear instability generates a quasi-turbulent flow capable of supporting significant outward angular momentum transport in astrophysical discs, given favourable conditions for its development.
The upper panels of Fig. 15 show contours of the perturbed density, δρ/ρ0 in a slice parallel the meridional plane at three different times during the simulation, showing similar features to those presented for the 2D-axisymmetric simulation in Fig. 5 . Perhaps more interesting are the lower panels of Fig. 15 which show the actual density ρ in the (R, φ) plane located at the disc midplane. Here the development of spiral density waves may be observed, similar in morphology to those that arise in discs where turbulence is driven by the MRI (e.g. Papaloizou & Nelson 2003) . The 3D simulation presented here suggests that if the appropriate conditions prevail in astrophysical discs, the vertical shear instability may lead to a turbulent flow capable of supporting significant angular momentum transport.
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The GSF instability appears by rendering the inertial modes of a rotating atmosphere unstable. The original analysis in Goldreich & Schubert (1967, GS67 hereafter) demonstrated the possibility of this instability by performing a point analysis at a given location in a stellar radiative zone away from the equator, equivalent to considering a location away from the midplane in a disc. In this section we examine the mathematical structure of the instability by further We shall focus on disturbances which are locally isothermal. For the sake of completion of this important discussion we redo the original point analysis of GS67 in Appendix A, but without introducing the Boussineq approximation. Denoting σ as the growth rate we find that the inertial mode response is roughly given by
in which c0 is the reference sound speed, κ0 is the epicyclic frequency which, for a keplerian disc, is given by Ω0, the local keplerian rotation rate at the point in question. kz and kr are the corresponding vertical and radial disturbance wavenumbers respectively. The local Brunt-Vaisaila frequency is N0 and ∂V/∂z is the vertical gradient of the mean keplerian flow. This quantity typically scales on the order of magnitude of (q/2)Ω0(H0/R0) where q is the same exponent of the radially varying isothermal sound speed discussed in Section 2. Supposing for this discussion that N0 is negligible it follows from this expression that if H0/R0 is small then instability can only happen if the radial wavenumber conspires to be correspondingly large. In that limit the above expression implies
indicating that instability is possible if kz/kr ∼ O (qH0/R0). The analysis of Arlt & Urpin (2004), for example, also similarly indicates that for the same rough conditions the growth rate ought to scale as O (qΩ0H0/R0). The simulations we have performed are consistent with this tendency where the radial length scales of the emerging structures are significantly shorter than the vertical ones with growth rates of the instability on the order of 4 orbit times for H0/R0 ∼ 1/20 and q = −1.
Our goal is to develop a better physical understanding of the processes responsible for this instability beyond invoking SolbergHøiland criteria. In this respect we notice from Figure 1 that radial velocity fluctuations are considerably smaller in magnitude than the corresponding meridional velocities.
With these clues in mind, we show in the following how the processes involved in bringing about the instability is largely in disk models with radiative diffusion characterised by (integrated) opacities typical of the dust and gas believed to be present in protoplanetary disks? This is certainly the next step in our general course of investigations. However, we can say that for the short radial length scales we see the dominant growing instability, the corresponding thermal/radiative diffusion timescales are indeed much shorter than the local rotation times. The following calculation substantiates this assertion: According to the standard theory of frequency integrated radiative transfer with Rosseland mean opacities [10] it follows that the thermal timescales due to radiative diffusion is t r = ∆ 
where F represents the relative mass fraction of the pp-disk to a solar disk. Equating to ∆ the lengthscale of the fastest growing mode,
